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PRAYER IN SCHOOLS: THE CONTROVERSY CONTINUES -- A U.S. Supreme Court ruling 
Wednesday that reinforces a 30-year ban on prayer in school could weaken the curriculum in American 
schools, a University of Dayton education professor says. Joseph Watras says the ruling, stemming from a 
Rhode Island case, could result in schools going too far in removing from their curriculum important 
information about the role of religion in American history and culture. "Schools don't want to have 
anything to do with controversy," Watras said. 
He cited a study by the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development that suggested school 
systems completely excised religion and religious groups from courses including history and literature, 
leaving "an enormous hole in students' education," Watras said. Watras says schools can teach about 
religion without imposing religion on students. "Religion has an educational value," he said. 
Contact Joseph Watras at (513) 229-3328 or (513) 277-4209. 
NO VOTER APATHY HERE-- U.S. voters should learn something from the Philippines, where about 85 
percent of the voters turned out for the presidential election. University of Dayton Political Science 
Professor Antonio Lapitan, a native of the country, said voters turned out in such high numbers because they 
value the opportunity to take part in free elections. General Fidel V. Ramos, the country's former defense 
secretary, was named the victor last week, six weeks after the election. "This was the first fair election 
since 1972," said Lapitan, who observed the elections as a visiting research associate at the University of the 
Philippines. "It's understandable that voter interest is so high." 
Contact Antonio Lapitan at (513) 229-4236 or (513) 837-5337. 
SMOKING CASES HARD TO WIN -- UD Law Professor Vernellia Randall says cigarette makers may 
face more lawsuits as the result of a U.S. Supreme Court ruling that said tobacco companies may be sued 
under state laws, despite warning labels. But she doesn't think it will be easier for plaintiffs to win. "You 
still have to prove that cigarette companies misrepresented or concealed information," Randall said. "It's 
going to take very specific facts and a very specific type of client. And juries still see smoking as a 
choice." 
However, Randall said the ruling means that "when the rare case comes along, it will be tried." Randall, 
a former public health nurse and expert in tort law, has seen the effects of smoking firsthand, but she still 
believes lawyers won't jump to take cigarette manufacturers on because the cases will be lengthy and 
expensive. "Sick smokers aren't going to be enough to win a case," Randall said. 
Contact Vernellia Randall at (513) 229-3378 or (5 lp) 293-0671. 
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